When a Dragon Moves In Again

Can You Find…?

Artist Howard McWilliam has included many details in illustrations. Look in the book to find the things listed below. These little pictures are just to help you locate the correct page.

When Dad and the boy are building the crib, can you find:
A lion
An orange moon
Some screws
A brown teddy bear
The number 3
A sheep
A frog

When the boy and dragon are flying, can you find:
A pig puppet
A book
A plant with no flowers
A doorknob

When the boy is in Time Out in his room, can you find:
A toy train
A race car
A baseball and bat
A globe
A fish alarm clock
Some airplanes
A backpack
A little toy moose
A monkey
A frog

When sister is making sandwiches, can you find:
A glass pitcher with water
A toy T. rex
A pad and pencil
A sneaker
Some carrots
A jar of peanut butter
A jar of jelly
A glass of orange juice